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SCHROTT / engl. JUNK

a theater.nuu production
performative installation, 35 min + 10-15min exploration of the stage, age 1.5+
premiere: WUK 2017, Vienna

Three friends on the junkyard - amidst all sorts of rusty and useless things. Between boredom and
idleness they lounge around without aim or agenda, just like the items surrounding them. The longer they
hang out at this apparently senseless scene, the more aware they become of the hidden treasures around
them:
Who said this can was useless? Are we sure the bike back there is beyond repair? What do those boxes
sound like? And - Is this piece of junk actually looking at me?
SCHROTT is a performative installation, a playful exploration of material, a theatre of objects and a sound
lab for everybody. The audience enters a room full of possibilities - open for observation, investigation and
wonder. Pieces of junk transform into vivid characters of the play - with stories yet to be told. The poetic
space allows the visitors to see things in terms of possibilities rather than purpose - a mode of perception
we tend to lose as we grow older.
The performers take their audience along on a musical-sensual expedition and into a magical world where ordinary things get special in individual experience.
But do the three friends want to stay at the junkyard forever?

about us
_________________

theater.nuu

performance for young people

We founded theater.nuu 2012 as a company that concentrates on theatre work for children, especially for
the very small ones.
Cooperation with the children is not only important, it is the precondition of our work. All of our plays
are created through improvisation and bodywork (dance, pantomime, clownery, ...).
It is very important for us to open a space for the children‘s imagination - it is not our aim to create a
strict storyline.
The material of ideas comes from the world that surrounds, and the children that discover.
theater.nuu performs in theatrical spaces and off spaces as kindergarden and creche.
Won the Jungwild 2013 - Price for young theater
Shows
_________________

guest
performance
_________________

VIDULI - I pack my bag (2012)
MOON AWOOH (2014)
AHOI KOI (2015)
SCHROTT (2017)
Dschungel Wien, Theater am Spittelberg - Wien, Lesofantenfest - Wien, WUK - Wien, Kuddelmuddel Linz, Schäxpirfestival Linz, Szene Bunte Wähne Festival - Horn und Wien, spleen*graz, Frida & Fred - Graz,
Alter Schl8hof - Wels, Stromboli - Hall, Bambergsaal - Villach, Luaga & Losna Festival - Feldkirch, u.a.
Marhaba Festival 2012 & 2013 - Kairo (EGY), Visioni Festival - Bologna (IT), Il Maggiolino Festival - Lugano
(CH), Space Invaders Festival - Dublin (IRE), E.R.T. (IT), LABAS! Festival Vilnius (LIT), Polka Theatre London
(ENG), BABORÒ Festival - Galway (IRL), FENER Festival - Skopje (MKD), u.a.
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technical details
_________________

SIZE
!! we adept the instaltion on your space !!
ca. 10m x 5m x 3m

GET IN-TIME / GET OUT-TIME
ca. 5-7h / ca. 2-3h

MUSIC
live on stage - Instruments: guitar, keyboard, selfmade trumped
We bring our own technical equipment
ONLY NEED: electricity!

STAGEDESIGN
FLOOR
dark/black dance carpet (from the host theatre) or wooden floor
AUDIENCE
max. 30 persons (on the stage)
we bring pillows and small boxes to sit on
INSTALLATION
the installation is made out of iron
PART 1: 1m x 7m x 1,5m
two scaffolds
one tinblade (2m x 1m)
div. iron bars
3 car tires
PART 2: size: 1m x 3m x 1m
iron cube filled with cains for the cildren to crawl through
PART 3: 0.5m x 0,5m x 2m
rotary clothes dryer
magnets and tins
2 car tires
- two big oil tins
- wheelbarrow
- hometrainer bike

www.theater.nuu.at
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Lightning
_________________
LIGHTS
Version 1: possibility to use DAYLIGHT
- in addition we need lights for the installation
- there is only one fix lightning - no cues
ca. 5 spotlights
Version 2: NO DAYLIGHT
- there is only one fix lightning - no cues
- stage and installation should be illuminated

With support of:

www.theater.nuu.at

Pictures
_________________
www.theaternuu.at
(c) Lukas Maul
WUK Projektraum

CONTACT
Sarah Gaderer & Laura-Lee Röckendorfer
+43 650 2019001 & +43 660 4887923
theater.nuu@gmx.at

